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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between primary school teachers' perceptions on distributed leadership and organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs). A total of 258 teachers employed in 14 primary schools located in Kastamonu, Turkey participated in this study. Data of the study was collected through "Distributed Leadership Scale" and "Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale". Descriptive statistics, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and simple regression analysis were used to analyze the study data. Findings of the current study revealed that primary school teachers' perceptions of distributed leadership was positively and significantly related to teacher OCBs. Furthermore, distributed leadership was a positive and significant predictor of teacher OCBs. Results of the study were discussed in relation to practical implications in school settings.
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1. Introduction
Teachers play a critical role in the designation, implementation, and evaluation of the most effective classroom practices for student learning and achievement (Harris and Lambert, 2003; Tsui and Cheng, 1999). In this regard, OCB is one of the constructs that has continued to interest scholars, practitioners, and policy-makers to influence school effectiveness and improvement (Feather and Rauter, 2004; Nguni et al., 2006; Oplatka, 2006; Organ, 1988, 1997; Ölgüm-Cetin, 2004; Paine and Organ, 2000; Podsakoff et al., 2000; Sezgin, 2005). Teacher OCBs are crucial for schools as the construct relates to non-formally prescribed behaviors including teachers' exerting extra effort and time and taking the responsibility of school improvement individually (Hoy et al., 1991; Somech and Ron, 2007). It is therefore reasonable to suggest that there is a need for further studies investigating the relationship between OCB and other organizational and individual characteristics to contribute to a better understanding of the construct and to make practical implications for practitioners and policy-makers. As pointed out by DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran (2001), principals, teachers, and policy-makers will benefit from research on investigating and learning the variables that foster teacher OCBs to improve and sustain student achievement.

Teachers giving extra time and effort for student learning have an influence on building a high quality of school environment (DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran, 2001). Evidence from the related literature highlights that teacher OCBs were associated with school climate (DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran, 2001), organizational identification (Christ et al., 2003; van Dick et al., 2006), student achievement (DiPaola and Hoy, 2005), burnout (Chiu and Tsai, 2006; Emmerik et al., 2005; Schepman and Zarate, 2008; Sezgin and Kilinc, 2012), organizational commitment (Feather and Rauter, 2004), school administrators' organizational power sources (Altunkurt and Yilmaz, 2012), organizational justice (Moorman, 1991), perceived superior support (Somech and Ron, 2007), and perception of empowerment (Bogler and Somech, 2004). School principals' leadership style has been one of the organizational constructs potentially influencing teacher OCBs. Several studies have investigated OCBs in relation to such different leadership styles as transformational (Lian and Tui, 2012; López-Domínguez et al., 2013; Podsakoff et al., 1990; Podsakoff et al., 1996; Song et al., 2012), transactional (Lian and Tui, 2012; Nguni et al., 2006), servant (Bobbio et
al., 2012), and charismatic leadership (Cavazotte et al., 2014). These studies typically adopted a principal-focused approach which regards leadership as an individual property instead of an organizational one (Hulpia et al., 2010). Recent years, however, have witnessed a shift in leadership paradigms from single-person or heroic leadership which places the responsibility of leading school processes only the accounts of school principals (Gronn, 2000; Harris, 2004; Harris and Lambert, 2003; Harris and Spillane, 2008; Spillane, 2005) and which restricts leadership to one person (Harris et al., 2007) to a distributed, dispersed or shared leadership approach (Gronn, 2000, 2009a, 2009b; Harris, 2004; Harris and Spillane, 2008; Spillane, 2005; Spillane et al., 2003). Recent leadership approaches suggest that leadership is an organizational process (Ogawa and Bossert, 2000) and that each member of the organization should have the right and the responsibility to skillfully participate in school leadership practices (Harris and Lambert, 2003). However, research on the relationship between OCB and distributed or shared leadership remains extremely thin (Jofreh et al., 2012). Hulpia et al. (2010) further argue that there is lack of evidence concerning the effects of distributed leadership on organizational qualities. It is also reasonable to suggest that the relationship between OCB and distributed leadership still remains unexplored. Therefore, the current study was conducted to supplement this niche in the literature by investigating the correlational and predictive relationships between distributed leadership and teacher OCBs.

Findings of the current study may well contribute to a better understanding of the organizational citizenship construct by investigating its relationship with distributed leadership. It is also expected that this study may provide policy-makers, practitioners, and educational researchers with important implications to promote teacher OCBs in schools. In this sense, the present study aims at addressing the following questions:

a) Are there significant correlations between OCB and distributed leadership?
b) Is the construct of distributed leadership a significant predictor of OCB?

1.1 Organizational Citizenship Behaviors

Organizational citizenship is one of the few individual variables that influence organizational effectiveness (Bogler and Somech, 2004; Nguni et al., 2006; Oplatka, 2006; Organ, 1988; 1997; Paine and Organ, 2000; Podsakoff et al., 1990; Podsakoff et al., 1996, Podsakoff et al., 2000; Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2004). The concept of OCB draws primarily upon Chester Barnard's concept of 'willingness to change' and Daniel Katz's notion of 'distinction between dependable role and performance' and 'innovative and spontaneous behaviors' (Podsakoff et al., 2000, p. 513). Organ (1988) defined the construct of OCB as "an individual behavior that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system, and that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization" (p. 4). Oplatka (2006) points out that OCBs are those that are not a part of employees' job description and are not directed at receiving organizational rewards. Furthermore, a range of scholars argue that OCB refers to a willingness to assume extra role behaviors (Feather and Rauter, 2004), helping colleagues without an expectation of a quick response (Nguni et al., 2006), and individual behaviors "performed with the intention of promoting the welfare of the individual, group, or organization toward which it is directed." (Oplatka, 2006, p. 389).

Organ (1988, 1997) offers five dimensions of OCB (altruism, conscientiousness, sportsmanship, courtesy, and civic virtue) and explains their contribution to organizational effectiveness. Altruism refers to assisting individuals in the organization including colleagues, associates, or clients which promotes individual capacity and thereby organizational improvement. Helping new colleagues and exerting time and effort on improving others' capacities are regarded as various forms of altruism (Ölçüm-Çetin, 2004). Conscientiousness denotes to employees' going beyond job expectations. Conscientious behaviors include employees' using their working time effectively and being obedient to certain rules of the organization (Organ and Lingl, 1995). Sportsmanship is associated with avoiding complaining about unsuitable or inconvenient issues, which probably leads the employee to focus more on core purposes of the organization. Courtesy is related to building a proper and an effective way of communication. Courteous employees are expected to keep in touch with those who will probably be affected by certain decisions or behaviors before acting (Schnake and Dumler, 2003), and to give information about the recent amendments in their work programs (Organ, 1988). Civic virtue refers to employees' willingness to actively participate in and contribute to the management of the organization.

OCBs regarded as extra-role behaviors which are non-prescribed and non-formally generated are important for the effective functioning of the organization (DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran, 2001). Therefore, the construct of OCB has recently attracted the attention of educational scholars (e.g. Bogler and Somech, 2004; DiPaola and Hoy, 2005; DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran, 2001; Feather and Rauter, 2004; Nguni et al., 2006; Oplatka, 2006; Somech and Ron, 2007). Drawing upon empirical evidence from these studies, it is reasonable to argue that teacher OCBs are crucial for the effective functioning and sustainable improvement of schools. Because teachers demonstrating OCBs help
inexperienced teachers to improve their teaching skills, exert extra effort and time to design and implement effective classroom practices, participate in the school-management related activities such as meetings, arrangements, and committees, work with colleagues to reflect on instructional issues, and offer practical solutions to challenging problems (DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran, 2001). Clarifying the role of OCBs for schools, Bogler and Somech (2004) assert that teacher OCBs reflect the technical core of the school as such teachers produce special classroom practices for both high and low-achieving students, lead instructional innovations, and enlarge their knowledge and expertise in their field.

As stated by DiPaola and Hoy (2005), teachers are professionals who are required to make professional decisions and committed to the such core functions of the teaching profession as serving best to students by designing and implementing effective classroom practices. It is therefore arguable that teachers as professionals may have tendency to go beyond their formal role descriptions to best serve to meet the diverse needs of students. In this regard, teacher OCBs may be considered as an important part of overall school performance and a high level of student achievement. Furthermore, Oplatka (2006) suggests that schools can benefit from research on OCBs as investigating teacher OCBs may help to distinguish formal roles and regulations from extra-role behaviors.

1.2 Distributed Leadership

Distributed leadership has recently attracted the attention of scholars, practitioners, and policy-makers to promote school improvement (Harris and Lambert, 2003; Harris and Muijs, 2005; Spillane, 2005; Spillane et al., 2003). Traditional leadership notions heavily premise upon the accounts of an individual who manages the system or structures (Harris, 2004). Recent times, however, have witnessed a shift from traditional leadership approaches to professionally-oriented and decentralized forms of leadership (Fullan, 2001). One such alternative notion is distributed leadership which is argued to present a new way of examining and transforming school leadership practices (Spillane et al., 2001). It is what Elmore (2000) terms "a redefinition of leadership, away from role-based conceptions and toward distributive views" (p. 35).

Distributed leadership refers to "a form of collective leadership in which teachers develop expertise by working together" (Haris, 2004, p. 4). Spillane (2006) suggests that the construct of distributed leadership includes two main perspectives: the leader-plus and the practice. The leader-plus perspective offers that the process of school administration comprises of multiple individuals apart from those in formal roles such as school principal, assistant principals, and specialists. The leadership practice perspective, on the other hand, focus primarily on the practice of leading which allows others without designated formal roles to contribute to and participate in school leading actions. Spillane further argues that the leadership practices are performed through interaction among colleagues. In this sense, extending the boundaries of leadership to individuals and taking the "broad-based and skillful involvement" of teachers into account (Harris and Lambert, 2003, p. 13), distributed leadership is an "emergent property of a group or network of interacting individuals" (Bennett et al., 2003, p. 7) who make well use of colleagues' knowledge, disposition, and expertise (Gronn, 2000) and who help colleagues improve the classroom practices to support sustainable school improvement (Harris, 2008).

Harris and Spillane (2008) offer three basic reasons for explaining the rising popularity of the distributed form of leadership. First, the construct of distributed leadership has normative power which denotes that this kind of leadership presents the current changes in the practice of leadership that shifts from "heroic leadership" (Hargreaves and Fink, 2009, p. 184) regarding the school principal as "chief doer" (Lashway, 2003, p. 3) and leadership as a "role" (Harris and Spillane, 2008, p. 33) to collaborative leadership teams (Harris, 2004, 2008) which promotes the "openness of the boundaries of leadership" (Bennett et al., 2003, p. 7). Second, distributed form of leadership has representative power as it stands for alternative leadership forms (Harris and Spillane, 2008). In line with this argument, Harris and Lambert (2003) point out that school improvement and change processes are not likely to be achieved effectively by simply centering upon individual leadership. Thirdly, distributed leadership has empirical power albeit evidence from studies on distributed leadership is still emerging (Harris and Spillane, 2008).

Evidence from distributed leadership literature revealed that the construct was related to school goal achievement, teachers' professional development, instructional programme management (Obadara, 2013), teachers' organizational commitment (Hulpia et al., 2010), teacher morale and teacher enthusiasm (Sheppard et al., 2010), and school performance (Davis, 2009). Some other studies further promise a close link between distributed or collective forms of leadership and capacity building (Mitchell and Sackney, 2000), school improvement (Harris, 2004), organizational change (Harris et al., 2007), and professional learning communities (Morrissey, 2000). Considering the relatively small but compelling evidence from literature and arguments on distributed leadership, it might be expected that the notion of distributed leadership would be a significant variable for operating school processes.
1.3 The Relationship between Distributed Leadership and OCB

Distributed leadership offers relatively new lenses to school leadership that invites multiple sources of participation, involvement, expertise, and contribution into leadership practices (Harris and Muijs, 2005). Teachers in schools where school leadership practices are distributed among faculty members are more likely to assume the responsibility of leadership tasks either with informal or formal roles such as head of department, guide, or mentor (Muijs and Harris, 2003). This probably results in extra roles and behaviors for teachers. Considering that OCBs denote to exerting more time and effort to influence school improvement and to build a positive school environment (DiPaola and Hoy, 2005), teachers can be expected to demonstrate more OCBs in schools where distributed leadership is prevalent instead of traditional leadership approaches. Similarly, Oplatka (2006) evidenced that a democratic and participative leadership style was one of the important determinants of OCB in schools. Jofreh et al. (2012) also found out that distributed leadership was significant variable in predicting teacher OCBs. Furthermore, Harris (2003) suggests that distributed leadership theory rests primarily upon collective responsibility and empowerment. A range of studies indicating that teachers' perceptions of their level of empowerment was significantly related to their OCBs (Bogler and Somech, 2004), that organizational collectivism was a strong predictor of teacher OCBs (Somech and Ron, 2007) and that collective efficacy was positively related to teachers' extra role behaviors (Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2004) provide empirical support for the above argument. Therefore, the current study hypothesizes a positive relationship between OCB and distributed leadership; that is, the more the teachers' perceptions of distributed leadership, the more they exhibit OCBs.

2. Method

2.1 Research Design

This study employed a quantitative research methodology and designed in correlational research model to empirically examine the relationship between distributed leadership and OCB. Teachers' perceptions on distributed leadership in primary schools was the independent whereas OCB was the dependent variable of the study.

2.2 Procedure and Participants

A questionnaire with three parts was used to gather data in this study. The first part obtained personal information associated with such demographic variables of participants as gender, age, years in current school and total teaching experience. The second part of the questionnaire comprised of Distributed Leadership Scale to determine primary school teachers' perceptions of distributed leadership and the third part covered Organizational Citizenship Scale to measure primary school teachers' perceptions of OCBs. The researcher distributed the questionnaires to primary school teachers. Necessary instructions and explanations were printed at the beginning of the questionnaire and teachers were asked to complete the questionnaires voluntarily and anonymously. It was observed that each participant completed the questionnaire in about 6-8 minutes.

Respondents for this study were 258 teachers employed in 14 schools located in Kastamonu, Turkey. Out these teachers, 142 (55%) were male and 116 (45%) were female. The participants ranged in age from 24 to 53 with a mean of 34.67 (SD = 6.59). The mean of years that participants spent in their current schools was 5.43 (SD = 4.16) whereas the mean of total teaching experience of the participants was 10.45 years (SD =6.11).

2.3 Measures

Distributed Leadership Scale. This Likert-type scale developed by Özer and Beycioğlu (2013) included 10 items answered on a rating scale from "Never (1)" to "Always (5)". The validity and reliability analyses performed by Özer and Beycioğlu (2013) revealed that items related to distributed leadership yielded a single-factor structure. Factor loadings of the items varied between .70 and .82, and a total of 10 items explained 58.26% of the variance in distributed leadership scores. The authors also concluded that the internal consistency coefficient of the scale was .92 with item-total correlations varying between .70 and .82. In the present study, the results of explanatory factor analysis replicated the same factor structure as Özer and Beycioğlu's (2013). The scale consisted of ten items with factor loadings from .73 to .83 and accounted for 62.26% of the total variance. Furthermore, reliability coefficients calculated for the reliability of the scale were .93 while item-total correlations ranged from .70 to .78.

Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale (The OCB Scale). This scale was the refined form of Organizational Citizenship Behaviors in Schools Scale (The OCBS Scale) developed originally by DiPaola and Tschannen-Moran (2001) which included 15 items under single dimension and was answered on a rating scale from (1) "rarely occurs" to (4) "frequently occurs". However, The OCB Scale developed by DiPaola and Hoy (2005) composed of 12 items;
10 positive and 2 negative items which were reversely encoded. It was adapted into Turkish by Taşdan and Yılmaz (2008). The adapted version of the scale was answered on a rating scale from "I totally disagree to (1)" to "I totally agree (5)". The validity and reliability analyses conducted by Taşdan and Yılmaz (2008) revealed that items associated with organizational citizenship yielded a single-factor structure. Factor loadings of the items varied between .31 and .82, and a total of 12 items explained 45.66% of the total variance in organizational citizenship scores. The authors also found out that the internal consistency coefficient of the scale was .87 with item-total correlations ranging from .27 and .75. The present study tested the validity and reliability of the Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale. Results of the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) reproduced the same factor structure of Taşdan and Yılmaz (2008) except for two items excluded from the scale because of low factor loadings. Therefore, the scale included 10 items with factor loadings ranging from .37 to .78 and explained 39.63% of the total variance in organizational citizenship scores. Furthermore, reliability coefficients calculated for the reliability of the scale were .82 and item-total correlations varied from .29 to .67.

2.4 Data Analysis
The researcher examined the missing or wrong data thoroughly before conducting analyses. The initial analyses were conducted to check the validity and reliability of the measures used in the current study. The subsequent analyses were performed to find out whether distributed leadership was significantly correlated with OCB and whether distributed leadership predicted teachers' perceptions on OCBs significantly. Therefore, mean scores were calculated by dividing the sums into the number of items in the scale, which helped to determine the perceptions of primary school teachers on distributed leadership and OCBs. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were then computed to find out the relationship between the study variables. The author then performed simple linear regression analysis to predict the dependent variable of the study by the independent variable. Beta (β) coefficient and results for t-test were also considered to render the regression analysis results.

3. Results

3.1 Correlations among Variables
The means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients among variables for all primary school teachers participating in the study are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distributed leadership</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Organizational citizenship</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p < .05; **p < .01

The means of distributed leadership and OCB in Table 1 mirrored that distributed leadership (X = 3.65) was experienced by primary school teachers at a slightly higher level than OCB (X = 3.70). As to the correlations in Table 1, there were positive and significant correlations between distributed leadership and teacher OCBs (r = .38, p < .01).

3.2 Prediction of Teacher OCBs
Table 2 indicates the results of simple linear regression analysis for variable predicting teacher OCBs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed leadership</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: R = .38; R² = 14; F (1, 256) = 41.78; p < .00

As can be seen from Table 2, a multiple R of .38 explained nearly 14% of the variance in OCB scores. Findings revealed that distributed leadership was a positive and significant predictor of teacher OCBs ($\beta = .38$, p < .05). This findings refers that distributed leadership is an important variable in explaining teacher OCBs.
4. Discussion
The current study using distributed leadership as the predictor of teacher OCB supported the notion that distributed leadership was a significant and positive predictor of teacher OCB. This indicates that teachers exert OCBs more often in schools where distributed leadership is prevalent. This finding also refers that distributed leadership is one of the important variables that encourage teachers to perform OCBs. This finding is consistent with the previous limited research evidence indicating that distributed or participative leadership was a significant variable in predicting (Jofreh et al., 2012) and determining teacher OCBs (Oplatka, 2006).

This study revealed that distributed leadership was positively and significantly related to teacher OCBs. This finding denotes that teacher OCBs are more likely to increase when the responsibility of performing school leadership practices is distributed over faculty members. Distributed leadership refers to a different kind of leadership which welcomes the active and voluntary participation of multiple school actors including basically teachers (Harris and Muijs, 2005). This leadership approach enables teachers to work with colleagues on especially instructional issues and to improve teaching and learning environment of schools (DiPaola and Hoy, 2005) and promotes building human capacity of school for improvement (Harris, 2004). It is therefore suggested that teachers may find much more opportunities to perform OCBs when their contribution to and participation in school leadership practices is welcomed and supported. This finding of the study is also congruent with the opinions that teachers become motivated and encouraged to conduct projects, to help and support colleagues to go beyond minimum role expectations and to try out recent instructional methods or strategies when they are given opportunities to participate in decision-making processes and when their expertise and professionalism are respected (Oplatka, 2006). Thus, it is understandable why distributed leadership was positively correlated with teacher OCBs.

Results also indicated that distributed leadership was a positive and significant predictor of teacher OCBs. This is in line with the findings of a study conducted by Oplatka (2006) reporting that a democratic leadership style that enabled teachers to take an active role in decision-making processes was closely associated with teacher OCBs. Distributed leadership is a form of collective action that helps teachers develop their expertise by working with colleagues (Harris, 2004). This means that distributed leadership premises upon collaboration among colleagues and a sense of shared responsibility, which enables to build a healthy working environment for teachers to exert extra role behaviors. Evidence from several studies also indicated that teacher OCBs are likely to increase with a strong sense of organizational collectivism (Somech and Ron, 2007) and collective efficacy (Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2004). The implication here is clear that the effectiveness and success of leadership practices depend heavily on teachers' involvement and skills (Harris and Lambert, 2003). In line with this argument, Leithwood and Mascall (2008) further purport that distributed leadership makes it possible for the organization to make well use of its members' expertise and qualifications to achieve organizational purposes as it promotes the participation in decision-making, learning from experiences, and being committed to organizational goals. Schools where teachers are provided with opportunities to perform leadership practices promote teachers' extra role behaviors that benefit both to the organization and the individual. It is therefore not surprising that distributed leadership is a strong predictor of teacher OCBs.

5. Conclusion and Implications
The present study concluded that distributed leadership predicted teacher OCBs positively and significantly. Teachers employed in schools where leadership practices are distributed over multiple individuals are more likely to perform OCBs. It is here needed to note that research on both distributed leadership and organizational citizenship is still evolving, which constituted a potential difficulty for the researcher to discuss the findings of the present study in relation to the related literature. For that reason, it should be suggested that more research evidence is required to better understand the constructs of distributed leadership and OCBs, their relationships, antecedents, and consequences for school settings. Researchers should focus more on examining and determining the various leadership styles such as teacher leadership to see whether they promote or inhibit teacher OCBs. Furthermore, future studies should investigate the relationships between OCB and other such potential organizational variables as commitment, trust, socialization, health, climate, and school academic optimism, and such personal qualities as psychological hardness, coping with stress, and resistance to change. In future studies, schools' socioeconomic status should also be taken into consideration as an independent variable that may affect teachers' perceptions of OCBs.

DiPaola and Hoy (2005) suggest that a range of research is needed to clarify the factors that facilitate the development of OCBs and to learn to what extent organizational politics promote or prevent OCBs, to what extent the participative decision-making and teacher empowerment is important for the development of OCBs, and to find
out the possible relationships between such demographic variables as gender, age, years in current school or total teaching experience and teacher OCBs. As the current study was a cross-sectional one, the longitudinal investigation of the relationships between distributed leadership practices and OCB by conducting some other research methods as interviews or document analysis is needed. This study centered upon the correlations and predictive relationships among distributed leadership and OCB. Therefore, the researcher conducted correlation and regression analyses. Future studies should deal with the causal relations between distributed leadership and teacher OCBs or other variables. Further studies should also study the contextual factors that support or inhibit distributed leadership in different samples by using qualitative or mixed research methods. Harris (2004) claims that the relations between distributed leadership and student achievement and learning are still not clear although the school improvement literature highlights the benefits of distributed and shared forms of leadership. Therefore, research would probably benefit from investigating the correlational, predictive, and causal relationships among distributed leadership and student outcomes.

Results of this study may appeal to school leaders, principals, practitioners, and teachers for building a school culture that enhances the distribution of leadership practices among faculty members, which in turn promotes teachers' going extra mile to contribute well to the school improvement process. Results from the present study may also provide policy makers with fruitful data to influence school effectiveness. Finally, it is required that factors that affect distributed leadership patterns and teacher OCBs within school context should be taken into consideration before designing educational programs aimed to help school administrators and teachers improve their qualifications.

6. Limitations
The present study has several limitations. First, the present study was conducted in order to examine the perceptions of primary school teachers on distributed leadership and OCBs. Thus, only primary school teachers responded to the items of the questionnaire. However, it may be argued that perceptions of other school community members such as school principals, vice principals, and parents are crucial for taking a clearer picture of the relationships between distributed leadership and OCBs. It is therefore suggested that further research examining the responses of teachers and administrators, and even students and parents on the variables of the current study should be conducted. Second, albeit early research on OCB (Organ, 1988, 1997; Organ and Lingl, 1995) identified five dimensions of the construct as discussed in the literature review section, the present study measured teacher OCBs with a single-factor scale following the argument that one dimension of the construct represents all aspects of OCB in schools which refers that the two aspects of OCB (benefit to the organization and benefit to the individual) fall into the same category in schools (DiPaola and Hoy, 2005). Evidence has already been found that there are not five dimensions of the construct of organizational citizenship and that one dimension represents all of OCBs within schools (DiPaola and Tschanne-Moran (2001), however, it should be noted that the construct validity of the Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale is still under doubt. Upon considering that the Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale was adapted into Turkish language and culture from a different context, this study suggests that there is a need for developing an original Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale which represents the various dimensions of the construct and fits better to the Turkish educational context.
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